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A BRIDGE Community of Practice 
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Welcome, introductions and check-in 

John welcomed members by noting that all voices are brought into the circle to avoid hierarchy. We 
share openly and honestly and are free to feel comfort in our discomfort as a collective. We are in 
the Coalition to engage directly to define ourselves going forward. We are intentionally taking these 
journeys to understand each other’s work and work together for the betterment of the children of 
our country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members then introduced themselves and expressed their excitement to be in the space. In 

summary members are keen to learn from each other, share, collaborate, meet new people and be 

in the same room as other passionate teachers and leaders. 

 

Getting to know Harvest High 

Harvest High School has been making a difference in young lives in Ladysmith since 1993 and 

currently has 300 students passing through its doors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlights from the meeting at 

Harvest High School, Ladysmith  

5 & 6 August 2014 

 

… It is a gift to grow 

through reflection, 

observation and 

engagement with 

other leaders working 

under similar 

circumstances 

 

http://www.bridge.org.za/
http://i7305.wix.com/saescoalition
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A BRIDGE Community of Practice 

In order to understand Coalition schools in their contexts, members partake in classroom visits 

whereby they observe lessons to learn from working practice in each of the Coalition schools. 

Following the classroom visits, members are given the opportunity to provide precise praise on what 

was observed. Reflections on what works at Harvest High School were as follows: 

 Students are well-dressed  

 Classrooms and school grounds are well organised and clean 

 The Geography teacher introduced concepts well using flash cards 

 Good use of ICT integration 

 Evidence of spirituality  

 Clear instructions given to students 

 Teachers have high expectations 

 Warm relationships between teachers & learners  

 Evidence of enhanced critical thinking skills  

 Learner centred classrooms 

 Teachers are enthusiastic and passionate 

 Sense of joy in the classroom 

 Good teacher movement in classroom 

 Good use of questions & differentiation 

 Good display of subject relevant material 

 Good use of group work and peer work  

 Maximum use of instructional time 

 

Impact of the SAESC on Harvest High 

Harvest High staff members then reflected on the lessons learnt as a result of being part of the 

SAESC.  

 

 

 

“The Coalition has had the biggest impact over 21 years on the high 

school” 

 

 

 

“Being part of a School Peer Review taught me so much personally and 

helped me to look for the real issues in my school” 

Click here to watch the video of Hagan Nash of 

Harvest High describing the impact of participating in 

a School Peer Review team. 

 

Click here to watch a video of Anne Gordon briefly 

speaking about the history of Harvest High School, as 

well as the impact of the SAESC on Harvest High. 

http://youtu.be/TxAefPAlafA
http://youtu.be/ENkdEnAVAu0
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A BRIDGE Community of Practice 

Highlights from sharing instructional practice session 

Members shared ideas for working classroom practice in order to help each other improve. Ideas 

included: 

 Learners need to be engaged in text in all lessons and subjects in order to enhance their 

reading and vocab. This is a good way to integrate thinking and knowledge between 

subjects.  

 Using intentional seating arrangements that students are aware of and lead can instil a 

culture of arrangement and movement, thereby assisting with peer work and a sense of 

movability.  

 Using circles for all meetings in schools (even for disciplinary meetings) allows for the 

establishment of equality and comfort for meaningful discussion and reflection.  

 Project- based learning should be incorporated into lessons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here to watch a short video of Sheila Ndlovu of 

Inanda Seminary sharing the lessons learnt from a Grade 

8 & 9 language intervention. 

Click here to watch a teacher describing how peer 

review between teachers can work within a school. 

http://youtu.be/I_reU3SQ1sE
http://youtu.be/vAVjwNcVYF8
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A BRIDGE Community of Practice 

Discussing the School Improvement Plan  

The School Improvement Plan (SIP) has arisen out of the School Peer Review process whereby the 

SIP provides a simple tool to assist schools with addressing the challenges identified through the SPR 

process.  

 

 

 Dave du Toit of Lebone II raised the concern of how to handle the multitude of school 

improvement processes within schools? 

 John Gilmour responded by saying that the School Peer Review and School Improvement 

Plan is core to the work of the Coalition and will inform other work within the school. 

The SIP is not for compliance purposes, but rather for schools to hold themselves 

accountable to ensuring the challenges identified in the SPR are addressed, for the 

betterment of the school as a whole.  

 This is an emerging process that provides a framework to assist with creating policies. 

The gift is the diversity in the creating of the tool. 

 The SIP can contribute to Umalusi documents. 

 One suggestion is for schools to add educational outcomes and to define the outcomes 

rather than only the measures in order to deepen the vision and mission so that there is 

real staff development about the schools outcomes. 

 It is important to keep the process as simple as possible to ensure its achievement.  

It was agreed that the next Coalition meeting will involve members engaging with the SIP instrument 

and applying it to his/her respective school.  

 

EdTech Summit Workshop 

Day 2 of the meeting included an EdTech Summit workshop on ICT integration in schools.  

To view the below one page summary of the resources, presentations and tools shared in the 

meeting, click here:   http://bit.ly/SAESCresources     

 

Link to draft SIP template 

http://bit.ly/SAESCresources
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7sll3pprx38p09f/SIP%20Template_V3_15June2014.xlsx?dl=0

